DRAW YOUR OWN PICTURE!
Instructions: Draw your own diabolical robot! Can you make one even more diabolical than Dylan’s?

A SINISTER WORD SEARCH
Find the most sinister words of all time!

CONNECT THE DOTS
Connect the dots to make the most diabolical villain of all time!

SPOT THE DIFFERENCES!
In the images below, can you find 8 differences?

VILLAIN  ACADEMY  PARSNIP
SINISTER  ROBOT  TROPHY
EVIL  DIABOLICAL  DYLAN
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N R Z D Q U E K M H M B
Z I O T S C D T I G V P
K V A B D X G Z S G Z X
A D L L O P R Y J B Y L
Z Y X H L T A S R K N S
H L X H W I S C K D E S
B A F I P N V Q I V T K
C N V N G F P A I Y Y F
J N C M O I B L K U M A
N B K P N O U N G J E R
M Q M S L N M H Y F D J
X P R I A A E N M H A U
P A C S G Y I C O Y C Y
P A R E T S I N I S A U
L F A R W N Q I P I R H
T R O P H Y X I F H E X
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